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LONG-TERM GOALS

To develop a nowcast/forecast system for coastal/open ocean regions with the hy-

brid version (HYbrid Coordinate Oceam Model HYCOM) of the Miami Isopycnic
Coordinate Ocean Model (MICOM) (Bleck and Chassignet, 1994).

OBJECTIVES

a) To evaluate the model's performance in reproducing the oceanic circulation, with
a special focus on the coastal regions;

b) To evaluate the model's forecast skills and usefulness in providing boundary con-
ditions for ultra �ne-mesh coastal models.

APPROACH

A series of numerical models of increasing complexity and resolution is used to (a)
evaluate the model's forecast skills and (b) develop an understanding of the interaction
between the ocean interior and the coastal regions.

WORK COMPLETED

a) 20-year integration of the high resolution (1=12o, mesh size on the order of 6 km)
North Atlantic DAMEE-NAB (Data Assimilation and Model Evaluation Experiment
- North Atlantic Basin) experiment (Chassignet et al., 1998; Garra�o et al., 1999;

Paiva et al., 1999; http://www.rsmas.miami.edu/groups/micom.html)

b) Inclusion of the K-Pro�le Parameterization (KPP) mixing model in HYCOM

c) Open boundary conditions for HYCOM

d) Data assimilation capabilities for MICOM (Chin et al., 1999)

e) Several process studies on boundary current separation and gyre dynamics ( �Ozg�okmen
et al., 1999; Stern and Chassignet, 1999; Pratt et al., 1999)

RESULTS

In the �ne mesh North Atlantic simulation, baroclinic instabilities are well resolved
by the grid spacing since the latter is less than the �rst Rossby radius of deformation
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throughout the domain. The turbulent behavior of the simulation has been assessed
by Paiva et al. (1999). Sea surface height variability spectra in the North Atlantic

subtropical gyre were computed from the model results and compared to observations
and previous models, within the framework of the geostrophic turbulence theory. A
model/data comparison was also performed between numerically simulated drifters
and data from in-situ surface drifters (Garra�o et al., 1999). The comparison makes

use of pseudo-Eulerian statistics such as mean velocity and eddy kinetic energy, and
Lagrangian statistics such as integral time scales. The space and time distribution of
the two data sets di�er in the sense that the in-situ drifters were released inhomo-
geneously in space and time while the simulated drifters were homogeneously seeded

at the same time over a regular 1o grid. Despite this di�erence, the total data dis-
tributions computed over the complete data sets exhibit similarities that are mostly
related to the large scale pattern of Ekman divergence/convergence. As in Paiva et

al. (1999), the comparison indicates that the numerical model represents correctly
the eddy kinetic energy in the main current systems, while it underestimates it in the

ocean interior.
The hybrid coordinate, in the context of our ONR sponsored work, is one that

is isopycnal in the open, strati�ed ocean, but smoothly reverts to a terrain-following
coordinate in shallow coastal regions, and to z-level coordinates in the mixed layer

and/or unstrati�ed seas. The capability of assigning additional coordinate surfaces to
the oceanic mixed layer gives us the option of replacing the slab-type Kraus-Turner
mixed layer of MICOM by a more sophisticated closure scheme in HYCOM, such as
K-Pro�le Parameterization (KPP) (Large et al., 1997) (Figure 1). The latter was

implemented and HYCOM is presently being tested on a coarse resolution North
Atlantic domain. A scalable version of the code will be available to the community
by the end of 1999.

Given that a strong focus of the research performed at the University of Mi-
ami is real-time forecasting of both Eulerian �elds, such as temperature and ve-

locity, and Lagrangian trajectories, data assimilation methods are being developed
and evaluated (Chin et al., 1999). The �ve primary components of this e�ort are
(i) MICOM/HYCOM, (ii) satellite-derived sea surface temperature and height �elds
and data from Lagrangian drifters, (iii) an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) with a

second-order Gauss-Markov Random Field (GMRF) model for spatial covariances,
(iv) a random ight turbulence model for Lagrangian trajectory prediction, and (v)
parameter estimation and assimilation techniques.

In addition to data assimilation capabilities, an e�ective nowcast/forecast regional

system needs high quality lateral boundary conditions. Because of the sparseness in
time and space of observations, one must rely either on climatology or on larger scale
numerical simulations. Large-scale numerical simulations are numerically demanding
at the needed resolution (less than 10 km grid spacing) and one needs to determine
if coarser mesh runs can provide useful boundary conditions. This is presently be-

ing done by using the �ne mesh North Atlantic basin simulation as the \reference"
experiment in a series of nested (coarse/�ne) runs. The test region is the Carribean
Sea (Figure 2) and the e�ectiveness of the existing boundary treatment (and possi-



Figure 2: HYCOM surface velocities in the Carribean Seas in the 2o mesh North

Atlantic control run (upper panel) and with �ner resolution (1o) using boundary

conditions from the control run.



bly others) is tested by using a) degraded high resolution �elds (various space and
time �lters) and b) �elds from coarser resolution simulations (with and without data

assimilation).

IMPACT/APPLICATIONS

This research has potential for providing the large scale information needed as bound-

ary conditions for forecasting with regional coastal models.

TRANSITIONS

The data from the 1=12o run are presently being analyzed in collaboration with

observationalist W. Johns.

RELATED PROJECTS

Collaborations are active with scientists at NRL (H. Hurlburt and A. Wallcraft) as
well as with ONR sponsored PIs (M. Chin, A. Gri�a, W. Johns, and A. Mariano).
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